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To' all whom it may concern: 
Be it knownthat I, JOHN D. Con, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing i the city 
ate of 

California, have invented a new/and useful 
Improvement in Photographic Stencils and 
Methods for Making Same, of’which the fol 
lowing'is a speci?cation. ' . 

My invention relates to stencils- for the 
printing of multicopy reproductions where- ~ 
b a hoto a bio imprint made vupon a 
nblrmally imgplerineable web of ?brous tissue 
is etched to render portions unexposed to 
light permeable to ink for printing. 
The primary object of my invention is to 

provide an improved stencil for printing 
inulticopy reproductions. ' . ’ 

Another prime object of my invention 18 
to provide ‘an improvedprocess for prepar 
ing stencils for multicopy printing. 
Another object is to provide improved 

means for sensitizing a stenciLweb to light 
to permit a photographic imprint to be 
made thereon. ' 

Another object is to provide improved 
means for rendering unexposed portions of 
a. stencil permeable to ink for printing. 
A ‘still further object is to provide an im 

proved process whereby the ordinary stencil 
web “arranged to receive a typewritten im~ 
pression for reproduction is sensitized and a 
photographic imprint of any device made 
thereon, said imprint being adapted for 
etching to render unexposed portions of the 
web defining the device permeable to ink 
to permit the rinting of multicopy repro 
ductions there rom. 
My invention relates particularly to the 

making of stencils for use with the mimeo 
graph machines in common usage. As is 
well known in the art, stencils made for use 
with this type of machine are made by cut 
ting an impression upon a web of ?brous 
tissue with a hard instrument, the web hav 
ing been previously treated with a coating 
of a suitable substance forming a surface 
which is normally impermeable to ink, but 
which is- displaced or broken by pressure to 
render the web permeable upon all points 
along the impression. Commercial prepa 
rations, well known in the art, having glyc 
erin‘ and gum as their chief constituents, 

' are commonly used. in preparing the stencil 
webs, but other substances of either a- vis 
cous or a gelatinous character are often suc 
cessfully used. In the present practice sten 

cils _are__most generally formed by cutting a 
typewritten impression upon the stencil, 
the letters upon the type bars breaking the 
lmpermeable surface coating to render the 
web permeable along the mark madev bythe 
type. In all instances the stencil is limitedv 
to the reproduction of subject matter which 
may be typed, or which may be drawn or 
written directly upon the stencil web with 
a pencil, stylus, or other hard instrument. 
The reproduction of devices of irregular 
outline or com lex design is obviously im 
practical by thls method. . 
As theadvantages of making multicopy 

reproductions ‘by the present method is well 
recognized, it is highly desirable that the 
?eld of utility be extended to include the 
reproduction of devices other than ordinary 
typing or such simple designs as may be 
drawn or written upon the stencil. To ac 
complish this I have devised the improved 
stencil and process hereinafter described by 
which a device of any shape or character 
may be formed upon a stencil web and 
printed in the ordinary manner. 
My improved stencil is illustrated in the 

> drawings forming a part of the'present 
speci?ication wherein like characters of ref 
erence are used to designate similar parts 
throughout said speci?cation and drawings 
and in which Fig. 1 is a planview of a 
stencil web, parts being broken away to 
show the manner in which successive coat 
ings are applied upon the web; Fig. 2 is a 
broken enlarged section showing a portion 
of a web after exposure; and Fig. 3 is a 
similar section showing the portion after 
etching. - ' ‘ ' 

In my present practice I prefer to use 
a stencil web of the character in common 
usage wherein a fibrous tissue web is treated 
with a gelatinous mixture, the chief con 
stituents of which are glycerin and gum, to 
form a coating 2, which is‘ normally imper 
meable to ink. To this impermeable coat 
ing I apply a coating3 of a reagent sensi 
tive to light whereby a photographic image.‘ 
of the device maybe imprinted upon the 

1 web. This sensitized coating consists pref 
erably of a saturated solution of potassium 
bichromate in a mixture of water, glycerin 
and gum, the glycerin and gum serving as a 
bonding agent by virtue of which the solu 
tion may -be ap lied uniformly upon the sur 
face of the we either by ?oating the web 
upon a quantity of the solution, or by ?ow 
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ing the solution onto the web by means ‘of 
a brush or other spreading device. The Web 
is then permitted to dry, and if desired, ad 
ditional coats of the sensitized solution may 
be applied to obtain the desired character 
of coating. _ 
A photographic image of the device to be 

reproduced is made upon the sensitized web 
when thoroughly dried by exposing the 
same to a strong light transmitted to the web 
through a positive print of the device where 
on the device itself is made opaque upon a 
transparent or translucent web which may 
be paper, glass, or other suitable meaterial, 
the web being held in contact w1th the print 

‘ as in ordinary contact photographic print 
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ing. The light is thus transmitted to all 
portions of the sensitized stencil web ex— 
cept such portions as are covered by the 
opaque con?guration‘ of the device. The ac 
tion of light upon the sensitized coating is 
to cause the same to be altered in such a 
manner as to become insoluble. 
The exposed web is now washed with 

water, thereby washing out the senitizing 
agent from. those portions of the web 
covered by the opaque device. The web is 
next dried and treated with an etching solu 
tion consisting preferably of a diluted solu 
tion of sodium hydroxide through which 
chlorine gas has been bubbled. The etching 
solution dissolves away the impermeable 
coating and bleaches the dye commonly ap 
plied to the web from those portions of the 
web not coated with the .now insoluble. 
sensitizing agent, thereby rendering the im 
printed design permeable, the ?brous tissue 
being exposed at all points initially covered 
byhthe opaque design when exposed to the 
li t. I 

gVVhen the web has been su?iciently etched 
the stencil is thoroughly washed with water 
‘to remove the etching solution to prevent 
further etching and possible weakening of 
the tissue. 
The stencil is then dried after which it 

may be applied to the mimeograph and 
utilized for making copies in the usual way, 
the exposed ?bre being highly permeable so 
that the ink is absorbed and transferred in 
the ordinary manner well known in the art. 
The exposure to light is made in the man~ 

ner commonly followed in making blue 
prints and the like whereby a clear and 
distinct image is formed, which, upon wash 
ing, becomes permanent, as the sensitizing 
agent not affected by exposure is washed 

' away leaving only the insoluble residue 

60 
marking the image of the device in sharp 
distinct lines. The subsequent etching when 
carefully carried out removes the imperme 
able coating without damaging the ?ber and 
without reacting with the portions covered 
by the insoluble sensitizing agent and with 
out impairing the clear~cut con?guration of 
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the image, the sensitizing agent constitut 
ing a screen during the etching process to 
prevent the etching of the web upon all 
points other than the points of the device to 
be‘ printed, and combining with the im 
permeable coating to prevent absorption of 
ink during the printing process. 

In Fig. 2 I have illustrated a portion 
of a web after exposure, the portions of the 
coating 3 which have been rendered in 
soluble by exposure to light being indicated 
by heavy section lining as at 4. In Fig. 3 
the same portion ‘is shown after the washing 
and etching operations whereby the' un-’ 
exposed ortions of the ‘coating 3 and 
the under ying impermeable coating 2 are 
washed and etched away as at 5 to expose 
the ?brous permeable web along all portions 
of the imprinted design as shown in Fig. l 
of the drawing. . 
From the above description it is easily 

seen that any subject matter or design 
capable of production in opaque marks upon ~ 
a light transmitting element may be trans 
ferred to my improved stencil web in the 
manner I have described to permit the 
printing of multicopy reproductions there 
from. 
While I have mentioned potassium bichro~ 

mate as being the sensitizing agent I prefer 
to use in the commercial preparation of my 
improved stencil, I‘ do not limit myself to 
this precise compound as many other re 
agents sensitive to light may. be substituted 
without departing from the spirit of my in 
vention. In similar manner, the bonding 
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agents for applying the sensitizing coating, 
and the etching solution may be replaced by 
any other substance capable of performing 
the function described without departing 105 
from the spirit of my invention. The sepa 
rate application of the impermeable and 
sensitizing coats may likewise be altered and 
the two coats combined to form a single 
sensitized coating of impermeable character “0 
adapted to receive a photographic image 
and to be etched in the manner above de~ 
scribed. I, therefore, do not restrict my 
self speci?cally to ‘the precise elements enu 
merated and . the specific procedure de- 115 
scribed, but wish to avail myself of all such 
modi?cations and substitutions as fall with 
in the scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let- 12° 
ters Patent is: . 

1. A process for preparing stencils for 
multicopy reproduction consisting of apply 
ing a coating of substance sensitive to light 
and adapted to be rendered insoluble upon 125' 
exposure to light upon a ?brous web pro 
vided with a coating impermeable to ink; 
exposing the sensitized web to light trans 
mitted through a print of the device to 
be reproduced; and dissolving the imper- 13° 
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meable and sensitized coatings upon the por-_ 
tions of the web not exposed to the light to 
render said portions permeable to ink for 
printing purposes. ’- ' ‘ 

' 2. A process for preparing stencils for 
multicopy reproduction consisting of apply 
ing a coatin containin potassium'bichro 
mate adapte to be ren ered insoluble upon.‘ . p 

‘from which the bichromate has been washed exposure to light upon a ?brous web previ 
ously treated'with agelatinous coating; ex-_ 
posing the sensitized web to light transmit 
ted through a, print of the device to be re 
produced; and separately dissolving the 
gelatinous and'sensitized coatings upon the 
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portions of the web unexposed to the light 
to render the ?brous tissuesiof said portions 
permeable to ink for printing purposes. 

3. A process for preparing stencils for 
multicopy reproduction consisting of apply 
ing a coating impermeable to ink upon a 

> ?brous tissue web; sensitizing said web af~ 
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ter application of the impermeable coating 
with a reagent adapted'to render said coat, 
ing insoluble upon ex osure to light; expos 
ing the sensitized we tdlight transmitted 
through a printsof the device to be reprof 
duced;, and. dissolving the impermeable 
coating upon the portions unaffected by 
light to render the ?brous tissue of said 
portions permeable to ink for printing pur 
poses. 

4. A process for preparing stencils for 
multicopy reproduction consisting of treat 
ing a'web of ?brous tissue with‘ a gelatinous 
coating to render said tissue impermeable 
to ink;'applying a coating upon the web of 
a reagent adapted, to render said coating in 
soluble upon exposure to light; exposing the 
web to light transmitted through a print of 
the device to be reproduced to make a photo 
graphic print of said device upon the web; 
and‘dissolving the sensitized and gelatinous 
coatings upon the portions unaffected by 
light‘during exposure to render said por 
tions permeable in ink for printing pur 
poses. ' 

5. A process for making stencils for mul 
ticopy reproduction consisting of treating a 
web of ?brous tissue previously made ini 
permeable to ink by the application of a 
coating of a gelatinous substance, with a so 
lution of ‘potassium bichromate to render 
the web sensitive to li ht; exposing the web 
to light transmitted t rough a print of the 
device to be reproduced to make a photo 
graphic print of said device upon said web; 
and dissolving the sensitized and gelatinous 
coatings upon the portion of the web unex~ 
posed to the light during exposure to ren 
der said portions permeable to ink for print 
ing purposes. ' 

6. A process for the preparation of sten 
cils for multicopy reproduction consisting of 
sensitizinga web of ?brous tissue having'a 
gelatinous coating to render the tissue im 

-cils for multicopy reproduction, whic con 

permeable to ink, with a solution'of potas 
sium bichromate; exposing the web to light 
transmitted through a print of the device to 
be reproduced to make a photographic print 
of said device upon the web; washing the 70 
web to remove bichromate from the exposed ' 
portions thereof; and dissolving the imper 
meable coating from the portions of the web 

to _renderjsaid portions permeable to ink for 75 
printing purposes. 7 

7. A process for the making of stencils 
for multicopy reproduction K consisting of v 
sensitizing a web of ?brous tissue, having 
a coating thereon impermeable to ink, with 
a solution of potassium bichromate; expos 
ing the web to light to make a photographic 
print of the device to be reproduced; wash 
ing the web to remove the bicromate from 
the unexposed portions of the web; and re 
moving theimpermeable coating upon those 
portions from which the unaffected bichro 
mate has been washed by treatment with a 
chlorinated solution ‘of caustic alkali to ren 
der the ?brous tissue of said portions per 
meable to ink for printing purposes. 

8‘ The step in, the process of making 
stencils for multicopy reproduction which 
consists in sensitizing an impermeable stencil 
web by applying thereon a coating of light 9-) 
sensitive material adapted to receive a photo 
grahpic, image of a device to be reproduced 
by exposure to light. ' 

9. The step in the process of makin sten 
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sists in applying upon a stencil web previ 
ously treated to render the same imperme 
able to ink a gelatinous coating of potas 
sium bichromate whereby a photographic 
image of a device to be reproduced may be 
imprinted thereon. I 

10. The step in the process of making 
stencils for multicopy reproduction, which 
consists in applying a coating of a solution 
of potassium bichromate upon a stencil web 110 
having a gelatinous coating impermeable to 
ink, said bichromate being applied in a so 
lution to which glycerine and gum have 
been added as bonding agents. 

11. The step in the process of making 115 
stencils for multicopy reproduction by 
photographic stencil webs, which consists 
in etching a stencil web having a gelatinous 
coating impermeable _to ink with a chlori 
nated solution of caustic alkali to render 12° 
portions of said web permeable to ink for 
printing purposes. . 

12. The step in the process for making ‘ 
stencils for'multicopy reproduction which 
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consists in the treatment of a stencil web 125‘ 
having a gelatinous coating impermeable to 
ink with a chlorinated etching solution 
ada ted to render portionsof said web per 
mea le to ink for printing purposes. 

13. The product of a process for making "9 
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stencils-comprising a‘ Web having a gelati 
nous coating impermeable to ink and a sen 
sitized coating adapted to be rendered in 
soluble upon‘exposure to light superimposed 
upon the gelatinous coatingvto receive a 
photographic imprint thereon, said gelati 
nous coating and. sensitized coating being 
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adapted to beseparately dissolved away 
from portions unexposed to light to remier 
the web permeable to ink for printing pur- 10 
poses. 
In witness whereof I hereunto set my sig- I‘ 

nature. . . , 

JOHN D. COE. 


